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Abstract: Berry dropping or shattering is an important factor during the harvest and post-harvest
handling of fresh eating grapes until they reach the supermarkets. There are a lot of methods to
measure post-harvest placing damage and the detachment force for single fruits. However, until now,
there has been no objective method to observe and analyze the berry dropping mechanism of cluster
fruits during robotic post-harvest handling. Therefore, in this paper, the effect of a cluster’s vibration
on berry drop during vertical transportation and the impact of different packaging materials on fresh
grape clusters during robotic placing were analyzed. For this purpose, a lead screw lathe, along with
an attached actuator, three grape cluster samples (0.48, 0.50, 0.53 kg), three packaging materials (rigid
plastic box, corrugated fiberboard box, expandable polystyrene box), four transportation speeds (0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1.0 m/s), and four acceleration excitations (6, 8, 10, 12 m/s2) that were given in a mechanical
system (actuator) were studied. In order to analyze the berry drop mechanism of grape clusters
before and after the impact with packaging material, a force sensor and high-speed video camera
were used. It was concluded from the vertical transportation test that with the increase in speed and
acceleration excitations, the change in hanging force increased positively (R2 = 0.92). Additionally, the
force after the striking of the grape cluster with packaging materials decreased negatively (R2 = 0.97),
and the corresponding index of berry deflection increased. It was also observed from the high-speed
camera images that rigid plastic boxes caused the maximum deflection of the grape berries, with the
highest change in force of 8.6 N after the impact. Experimental results showed a negative correlation
between the hanging force signals and the force after impact of the cluster, with a goodness of fit
of R2 = 0.95 at different speeds. Overall, the proposed findings can be used as a reference study for
improving robotic post-harvest handling, providing a useful visual and technical understanding of
the berry fall susceptibility of cluster fruits, and can be used to develop a post-harvest robotic placing
tool for avoiding berry drop damage on both industrial and farm levels.

Keywords: grapes; cluster fruits; packaging materials; transportation and placing; excitation;
vibration; signals

1. Introduction

Grapes occupy an important place in the world; their annual output has reached about
79 million tons [1]. Grape cultivars can be categorized into four main groups for food
usage: table grapes, wine grapes, sweet juice grapes, and raisin grapes [2]. Among these,
table grapes occupy an important place in global fresh cluster fruit production. Because
of their high quality, attractiveness, and numerous nutritional facts [3], more than 65% of
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grapes produced are consumed as a fresh eating fruit [4]. The yield of fresh eating table
grapes is enhanced by the development of the grape industry [5].

Table grapes are not a climacteric fruit, and in the process of harvesting and post-
harvest operations such as storage, packaging, transportation, and logistics, table grapes
undergo serious mechanical loads due to impact, collision, and long-term vibration. These
mechanical loads cause the berry falling of clusters. Therefore, it is of great significance
to analyze the berry drop mechanism of grape clusters during post-harvest operations to
improve the quality and shelf life of grape clusters and reduce the economic loss of the
producer. The harvest and post-harvest handling of fresh eating table grapes are in the
form of clusters or bunches until they reach the supermarkets. As to manual or robotic
handling during the harvesting and post-harvest of fresh grape clusters, the mechanism
and phenomenon of damage are totally different from single stem fruits [6]. Usually, grape
clusters are clamped and cut from the main rachis. The hanging cluster, after cutting, needs
to be transported to a basket or box, then unloading and placed into a basket or bulk bin
to complete the on-site transportation. Additionally, for long-distance transportation or
post-harvest operations, grape clusters need to be handled several times [7–15]. So the
probability of berry drop greatly increases. The loss caused by the berry drop and decay
of fruit grain is up to 20% to 30%. The integrity of fresh cluster fruit and non-destructive
evaluation are two major quality criteria of grape clusters [16]. The problem of berry fall
seriously affects their shelf life and marketability [10,17,18], which has become a serious
problem that has plagued the table grape industry chain for a long time. Additionally,
it has become a key obstacle to the development and control of machinery and robotic
equipment for grape cluster post-harvest handling. Therefore, basic research on grape
cluster vibration signals can help to predict and grasp the berry dropping mechanism
during robotic transportation and placing. This study will help suggest an effective means
of control that has important scientific significance and commercial value.

Mechanical loads have been known for many years as a major factor causing post-
harvest losses and damage to many single stem fruits. The dynamic impact of collision is
the main cause of single stem fruit damage. Many studies have been carried out on the
impact damage of various kinds of single stem fruits all over the world. The most common
methods to determine impact loading damage are as follows: (1) drop tests [19–23]; (2)
pendulum action, either by attaching a fruit to the pendulum [24,25] or by hitting the
fruit with a pendulum tipped with a specific shape impactor [26,27]; (3) electronic fruit or
impact recording devices [28–30]. However, the main problem with these methods is that
vibrations make it difficult to accurately record force and deformation during impact due
to shorter time periods to observe the mechanism. Therefore, high-speed cameras are more
frequently used to observe quality and damage for impact and vibratory research into
different fruits [8,21,30–34]. Impact damage is mainly caused by the factors such as the type
of packaging surface onto which the single stem fruit drops, drop height, and the velocity
at the moment of collision [35–40]. However, impact damage for single fruits is totally
different from cluster fruits because cluster fruits are gripped and cut from the main rachis.
Therefore, vibration transmissions during transportation and excitation transmissions due
to the impact of packaging surfaces on the cluster fruits are totally different from single
stem fruits.

The post-harvest operations affect the quality of table grapes through direct contact
with packaging materials and machine components. A large quantity of table grapes is
wasted just because of damage such as berry fall and fruit decay. Berry fall or decay is
mostly caused by impact loads during the mechanical handling, packaging, storage, and
transport of table grapes [41]. During fresh fruit transport and handling, dynamical loads
cause, by far, the most fruit decay and shatter damage because these loads are higher in
incidence and magnitude than static loads [42,43]. The berry drop (shatter) of the grape
cluster during and after harvest is related to its physiological process and physical function.
Vibration and impact in each operation can lead to fruit stalk detachment. There are three
categories of grape berry drop: (1) berry shatter, which consists of a detachment of berries
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from the main rachis due to the fragile tissue structure of the stalk; (2) wet drop, that is,
berries are sloughed from the stems and attached to the pedicel because of the short and
thin berry brush [44,45]; (3) dry drop or abscission, which is caused by the formation of an
abscission zone (AZ) in the grape, which develops at the junction between the pedicel and
berry [4].

At present, chemical methods are widely used in the grape industry to solve the
problem of grape berry drop and berry decay [46–49]. However, in recent years, more and
more attention has been paid to non-chemical methods. Researchers have been trying to
explore the relationship between mechanical harvesting and berry damage to optimize
mechanical handling methods for the reduction of berry fall and berry damage. For
instance, Pezzi et al. used an electronic fruit to investigate the collision of fresh grapes
during mechanical harvesting and transportation [50,51], and Yue et al. found that the
drop impact of grape berries has significant effects on physiological quality during storage
and transportation [52]. Bian et al. studied the influence of drop height on the dielectric
properties of red globe grapes [53], and Vinokur et al. found that the berry fall rate is
directly proportional to the free-fall height [41]. Jung et al. evaluated the effect of vibration
stress on the quality of packaged grapes by simulated transportation [2], and Vallone et al.
measured the effect of mechanical harvesting of grapes using an instrumented sphere [54].
Deng et al. developed a mathematical model that predicts grape berry drop during
storage [4], and Fischer et al. determined the critical frequencies for grape and strawberry
fruit shattering during transportation for distribution [55,56]. Lu designed tests, such as
an emergency stop test in vertical fall, to observe the fruit collision of grape clusters with
a piezoelectric film [57], and Hao et al. found that the greater the vibration acceleration,
the greater the damage to Kyoho grapes during storage and road transportation [58].
Demir et al. calculated the natural frequency of grape and berry drop during simulated
transportation [59]. The above studies deal with the collision between single berries and
placing surface and the effect of drop height on berry damage. However, the impact of
mechanical load on harvest and post-harvest quality and berry drop of fresh grape clusters
in term of vibration has still many research gaps.

Grape cluster vibration plays a vital role in the process of mechanical harvesting and
post-harvest handling of table grapes because it will cause berry fall and berry damage.
To explore the influence of excitation on vibration, a simulation modeling method is very
important, in addition to experimental methods. Simulation can help us to study the
transmission route of the excitation and vibration of the cluster. Additionally, simulation
can help us to realize the effect of mechanical handling on the grape cluster. To find
out the vibration range under different conditions, Kondo et al. designed a low-speed
tomato vibrating test system and modeled the panicle tomato [60], and Liu et al. found
that acceleration and deceleration are the reasons for vibration in grape fruit clusters;
they also found the relationship between the angle deviation of the grape cluster and the
excitation transmission through a high-speed camera [61]. Liu et al. designed a compound
mechanical model of grape clusters and carried out simulation and experimental analyses
under different excitations in horizontal transportation to observed the swing angle of
each berry [8]. Faheem et al. found the relationship of the swing angle of clusters with
hanging force during linear robotic transportation of the whole grape cluster at different
excitations [62]. No specific studies have been done on the impact of packaging materials
and the effect of the cluster’s vibration on the berry drop mechanism during robotic vertical
transportation and placing of the whole grape cluster.

The damage due to the impact and vibration of the grape cluster has a significant
effect on control losses during robotic post-harvest handling on the industrial as well as
farm level. In this context, the main purpose of the study is to analyze the berry dropping
mechanism during vertical transportation and the placing of the whole grape cluster. The
behavior of the grape cluster’s berries and the hanging force signals (the force that bears the
weight of the gripped grape cluster against gravity during robotic transportation) under
different speed and acceleration excitations were observed and analyzed. The effect of
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different packaging materials on the berries from the top and bottom sides of the cluster
was analyzed using a high-speed video camera. Additionally, the relationship of the
cluster’s mass with forces before and after the impact was analyzed to understand the
berry drop mechanism. Overall, this study provides theoretical support to the industries
by optimizing the berry falling loss of different cluster fruits during robotic post-harvest
handling and suggests a safe packaging material and excitation at which the cluster vibrates
with less magnitude. Hence, berry drop will be reduced.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Structure of Fresh Grape Clusters

Cluster fruits have some special features compared to single-stem fruits. Fresh table
grapes develop as clusters (bunches), with each berry attached to the pedicel through
rachis and sub rachis, which contain vascular bundles (also known as the cap stem). The
stem unites the berry with the rachis, as shown in Figure 1. This union is very important to
avoid loss of berries (dropping or shattering) [62].
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Figure 1. Structure of table grape cluster with and without berries. (a) Table grape cluster; (b) stalk
fruit structure.

2.2. Different Excitations and Behaviour of Grape Cluster Fruit during Robotic Transportation and
Placing

When a grape cluster is transported towards a box after harvesting, the excitation
is mainly caused by the start–stop of the mechanical system that transfers the gripper to
the main rachis of the grape cluster, when the position of the main rachis of the cluster
deviates from the point parallel to the gripper, as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the grape
cluster starts to vibrate, and bending of the main rachis happens. In the operation of
speedy robotic transportation, this bending of rachis would cause a severe load on the
pedicel. When the load exceeds the connection strength, then the berry fall starts. During
the speedy robotic placing of the grape cluster into the box, excitations come from the
packaging materials, which is transmitted into the whole cluster, as shown in Figure 2.
These excitations apply a load on the connection point between the pedicel and the berry so
that berry shattering happens. Thus, the berry shatter of grape clusters is a highly complex
problem of multiple loads during the whole robotic transportation placing cycle. Therefore,
in this paper, the main focus is to analyze the vibration behavior of hanging grape clusters
during vertical robotic transportation and placing cycles. The effect of different speed and
acceleration excitations on the cluster during vertical transportation and the impact of
different packaging materials on the cluster were observed and analyzed.
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portation and placing cycles.

2.3. Experimental Materials

The experiment was carried out in the Key Laboratory of Modern Agricultural Equip-
ment Engineering, designated by the Ministry of Education, Jiangsu University, Zhenjiang,
China. Three artificial grape clusters with different shapes and masses (0.48, 0.50, 0.53
kg), measured with a digital weight balance (BP Professional Electronic Balance BP-6228,
accuracy 0.01 g), were used as experimental materials. There were about 70 to 80 berries in
each cluster that were filled manually with soil to maintain a similar mass to that of real
berries, and each berry mass was 0.005 to 0.007 kg [63,64]. Since the real cluster will be
damaged in experiments under different speeds and accelerations, which will lead to a
change in conditions, the results of different excitation treatments cannot be put together
to compare and analyze [62]. For 40 years, artificial fruits have been built similar to real
agricultural produce in order to measure the mechanical load caused by harvest and post-
harvest handling systems [30]. Three different packaging materials—(a) a rigid plastic box,
(b) a corrugated fiberboard box, and (c) an expandable polystyrene box—were used for the
experimental placing test [35]. The experimental setup and materials are shown in Figure 3.
A lead screw lathe with a fabricated 1 DOF (degree of freedom) actuator, a gripper, and a
single-axis force sensor (model: MIK LCS1; weight range 0–5 kg with 0.03% FS) that was
fixed in between the gripper and the hanging grape cluster were used for the measurement
of magnitude of the cluster’s vibration in terms of forces acting on the grape cluster before
and after the impact in real-time. The behavior of grape cluster movement during and after
the impact with the packaging materials was recorded with a high-speed camera system
(Olympus, i-speed LT), as shown in Figure 3a [65]. The camera system was adjusted to
1000 fps (frames per second), with a black and white screen and a light source for high
visibility. It was placed at a distance of 3.5 m from the hanging grape cluster.
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2.4. Experimental Methods
2.4.1. Vertical Transportation of Grape Cluster

Three different grape clusters were used as an experimental material because the
study’s aim was to analyze the vibration mechanism of the hanging grape cluster in
different zones of vertical transportation, which was difficult to do using real grape clusters.
For understanding the berry drop mechanism of grape clusters due to vibration, an actuator
is moved linearly on the rails of the lead screw lathe according to the input speed and
acceleration excitations from the PLC (programmable logic control), as shown in Table 1. A
vertical start and stop transportation test setup of grape clusters was constructed, as shown
below in Figure 4a. Due to the actuator movement, the excitations are transferred from
the gripper towards the berries through the main rachis, and the hanging grape cluster
starts to vibrate. The magnitude of the cluster’s vibration during vertical transportation
is determined from the force sensor signals. The excitation displacement or stroke length
was adjusted to 0.8 m from the start to the stop point [62]. Additionally, the vibration
characteristics of the grape clusters during the different phases of vertical transportation
were analyzed.
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Table 1. Different excitation treatments applied to the actuator for the transportation of grape clusters.

Speed (m/s) Accelerated Speed (m/s2) Accelerated Time (ms) Duty Cycle (s)

0.4

6 66.66 2
8 50 2

10 40 2
12 33 2

0.6

6 100 1.33
8 75 1.33

10 60 1.33
12 50 1.33

0.8

6 133 1
8 100 1

10 80 1
12 66 1

1

6 166 0.8
8 125 0.8

10 100 0.8
12 83 0.8

Note: A duty cycle is the time taken by the actuator to complete one stroke (stroke/time) from the start to stop
positions.
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2.4.2. Placing of Grape Cluster

Three different packaging materials (rigid plastic box, corrugated fiberboard, expand-
able polystyrene) were used to measure the change in force signals during the robotic
placing of the grape cluster. The deflection of the berries during placing and the state of the
whole grape cluster were observed from the videos and images of a high-speed camera,
as shown in Figure 4a. The mechanism of the grape cluster berry drop was observed and
explained from these videos and images. The main rachis of the grape cluster was fixed
in a gripper, different speed and acceleration excitations were transmitted to the actuator,
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and it moved from the start to the stop position. In the robotic placing phase of the grape
cluster, the excitation comes from the placing surface, which is measured by the single-axis
force sensor, as shown in Figure 4b. During these treatments, the change in force signals
during the placing of the three grape cluster samples with different masses (0.48, 0.50, 0.53
kg) was also determined. The behavior of the top berry and the bottom berry was also
observed accordingly; the safest packaging material and excitation treatment, at which
there are low chances of berry deflection or berry fall, were realized.

3. Results

The behavior of the grape cluster during vertical transportation and placing was
observed. The details of the results obtained from the experiments are explained in the
following sections.

3.1. Vibration Characteristics during Vertical Transportation and Placing of Grape Cluster

Based on the force signals, the vibration characteristics of the grape cluster during
vertical transportation and placing under different excitations are observed in this section.
The details of the vibration characteristics of the grape cluster and its berries are explained
in the subsequent sections.

3.1.1. Different Stages of Vertical Transportation

Due to the actuator movement from the start position to the stop position, as shown in
Figure 5a, the hanging grape cluster started to vibrate, and the magnitude of the cluster’s
vibration in terms of hanging force was measured. Hanging force was measured in the form
of analog signals. These force signals of the hanging cluster during vertical transportation
and placing were divided into 5 phases, as shown in Figure 5b, for a better understanding
of the dropping mechanism or berry deflection of the hanging grape cluster at different
speed and acceleration excitations.

1. Phase 1 (stationary phase of the grape cluster): In this phase, the force signals showed
that the hanging grape cluster is in the stationary position with its static weight
(calibrated value of the hanging grape cluster).

2. Phase 2 (accelerating phase): In this phase, when excitations were applied to the
actuator (IDOF manipulator), it started to move, and the hanging grape cluster
suddenly vibrated due to the movement of the actuator. Hence, the magnitude of the
force signals is observed as high in this phase due to the high vibration of the cluster.

3. Phase 3 (constant speed phase): In between Phase 2 and Phase 4, the force signal curve
depicts that the cluster vibrates with constant amplitude due to the short interval of
time.

4. Phase 4 (deaccelerating phase): In the next phase, when the actuator was going to
stop, a dramatic decrement in the magnitude of the force signals was observed, which
shows the hanging grape cluster has reached a minimum position (lowest position)
during the stop phase of the actuator’s motion. This is due to the excitation coming
from the packaging surface to the whole cluster, which causes an impact on the whole
cluster; the berries started to deflect in this phase.

5. Phase 5 (placing phase): After the stop of the actuator in Zone 5, all the excitation
energy comes from the packaging material storing the grape cluster; the impact with
the grape cluster becomes the reason for the berries falling and the bending of the
main rachis.
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3.1.2. Different Excitation Transmissions during Placing

It is difficult to observe the deflection mechanism of berries during vertical trans-
portation and placing with the naked eye due to the short interval of time. Therefore, a
high-speed camera was used to analyze the deflection of berries at different excitations
during the transportation placing cycle, as shown in Figure 6. When the grape cluster
collides with the packaging surface, the excitation moves from the packaging material to
the whole grape cluster, which causes damage in the form of berry fall and decay. There
are two types of berry dropping mechanisms observed from the high-speed photography
images during the placing of the grape cluster at different speed and acceleration excita-
tions [8] applied to the hanging grape cluster, as defined below. Excessive bending of the
main rachis was observed during the robotic placing of the grape cluster. The impact of the
packaging surface on the whole grape cluster after contact was divided into two categories,
as shown in Figure 6c.

1. Bottom Berries

The impact excitation comes from the packaging materials after the collision, which
caused the deflection of the bottom barriers due to the torsional load in between the berry
and the pedicel.

2. Top Berries

Excitations are transmitted to the whole cluster after striking the packaging materials,
and upper barrier deflection was observed due to the vibration or bending of the main
rachis.
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3.2. Effect of Different Factors on Vibration Signals

In this section, the effect of different factors such as speed, acceleration of the actuator
on the vibration signals of the grape cluster during vertical transportation is studied. The
experimental effect of different packaging materials on the grape cluster at different speed
and acceleration excitations is explained. Additionally, the effect of the cluster’s mass on
berry deflection during vertical transportation and placing is analyzed. The details about
the effect of these factors on the vibration signals are given in the subsequent sections.

3.2.1. Effect of Different Speeds during Vertical Transportation

Figure 7 shows the force signals of the hanging grape cluster during different phases
of vertical transportation under different speed excitations (0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 m/s). Based
on the results, the magnitude of force for the grape cluster was observed at maximum
at the start position (acceleration of the actuator) for four speeds, i.e., 12.2, 12.25, 12.28,
12.4 N. This was due to the sudden excitation coming from the actuator and transmitted
towards the hanging grape cluster at the start; the cluster vibrated with high magnitude.
Additionally, the magnitude of force increases with an increase in the speed of the actuator.
It was observed from Figure 7 that the force signals suddenly decreased because gravity
helped to reduce the weight of the cluster. After that, the signals showed that the cluster
moved downward with constant speed and collided with the packaging material. After
colliding with the packaging surface, the force signals suddenly became low because the
excitation that comes from the packaging surface was transmitted to the whole cluster.
Then, force signals showed some fluctuations after the impact due to the deflection of the
cluster, and, at last, the force signals showed that the cluster reached the stop position,
which showed the calibrated value of the grape cluster. These results suggest that the
accelerating phase of the actuator caused the vibration of the cluster and more berry drop
at this phase of robotic vertical transportation of the grape cluster.
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3.2.2. Effect of Acceleration Excitations during Vertical Transportation

It was observed from the experiments that at input acceleration excitations (6, 8,
10, 12 m/s2), the amplitude of the cluster’s vibration was maximum at the start of the
actuator movement. It was due to the sudden motion of the actuator and the friction of
the guide rails [66] on which the actuator moves. It was observed, secondly, from the
experimental analysis, that the magnitude of the cluster’s hanging force in the starting
phase of the actuator was positively correlated with the input acceleration and mass of
the cluster. The magnitude of hanging force was observed to be high at the acceleration
excitation of 12 m/s2 at the following speeds of the actuator, i.e., (0.4, 1.0 m/s), as shown
in Figure 8. It was also observed from the experimental analysis that the optimized
acceleration excitation was 10 m/s2, at which the deflection of the berries was minimum.
This is due to the cluster swinging in one direction, with minimum twisting of the main
rachis. Therefore, the chances of berry deflection will be minimized. These results suggest
that the acceleration phase causes serious vibrations of the grape cluster during robotic
vertical transportation, and more berry deflection occurs in this phase. In robotic vertical
transportation, the acceleration excitations did not affect the vibration of the grape cluster
too much, so the cluster’s vibration is always low in vertical downward transportation
compared to horizontal transportation of the hanging grape cluster, as measured in our
previous research [62].
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3.2.3. Effect of Packaging Materials on the Berry Deflection of Cluster

In the placing phase of the grape cluster, the time interval of the stop or deaccelerating
phase of the actuator was too short, so the berry dropping mechanism of the whole cluster
could not be observed properly. Therefore, a high-speed photography camera was used for
the analysis. It was observed from the high-speed photography images that the deflection
of the cluster’s berries in terms of torsion from the bottom and bending from the upper
side increases with an increase in speed and acceleration excitations of the actuator. It was
also observed from Figure 9 that the effect of the rigid plastic box on the deflection of the
upper and lower berries was at a maximum, and it showed small force signals, i.e., 8.8 N,
compared to expandable polystyrene and corrugated fiberboard boxes (9.6 and 9.35 N).
This is due to the maximum excitations that transmit from the rigid box surface towards
the whole grape cluster. It can also be seen from Figure 9 that the fluctuations in the force
signals are more after striking with the rigid plastic box due to the large deflection of the
whole cluster. These force signal results indicate that the choice of packaging materials
can significantly reduce the possibility of berry drop damage during the robotic placing of
cluster fruits.
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3.2.4. Effect of the Cluster’s Mass on Berry Deflection during Placing

Figure 10 shows the high-speed camera images of three different grape clusters (0.48,
0.50, 0.53 kg) during placing on a rigid plastic box, along with the corresponding results
of the force sensor. According to the results, with the increment in the mass of the grape
cluster, the deflection of the berries was observed to be less. This was due to the excitations
absorbed by the grape cluster after colliding with the packaging material; it decreased
with the increase in the mass of the cluster. The grape cluster with a mass of 0.48 kg
showed the maximum change of force or load, i.e., 8.20 N from the calibrated force value
of that sample, 10.8 N after colliding with the rigid plastic box, as compared to two other
grape cluster samples with different masses, i.e., 0.50 and 0.53 kg, with changes in force
signals of 8.75 and 9.28 N. The calibrated force of these two cluster samples was 11 and
11.15 N respectively. These results suggest that fruit mass is an important component of the
momentum that affects the detachment forces of the berries; the higher the fruit mass, the
higher the momentum and hang force, and the lower the berry shattering during placing
due to the compactness of the berries.
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3.2.5. Behavior of Top and Bottom Berries during Placing

Figure 11 shows the behavior of the top berry and the bottom berry during the placing
of the grape cluster at an excitation speed of 1.0 m/s. The selected top berry is shown in
red color; the bottom berry is in yellow. It can be seen from Figure 11 that at the start of the
placing, there is no bending of the main rachis; hence, a small deflection of the berries at
the top and bottom sides of the cluster was observed. When the cluster collided with the
packaging material, the top berry deflected from the initial position due to the load coming
from the bending of the main rachis; the bottom berry was also displaced from the initial
position due to torsion between the pedicel and the berry. At the end of the placing phase,
the top berry continued to deflect in some other direction. These continuous changes in the
position of the berries decrease the connection strength between the berry and the pedicle
and become the reason for berry drop in speedy robotic placings of grape clusters on both
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industrial and farm levels. These dropping of berries due to deflection during placing can
be controlled by a force feedback mechanism.
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3.2.6. Relationship between the Cluster’s Force before and after Impact

It was observed from the experimental analysis that with the increase of speed, i.e.,
(0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 m/s) of the actuator, the corresponding average magnitude of hanging
force for all three grape cluster samples increased linearly (with R2 = 0.92, 0.97, 0.98) at
the start of the actuator’s motion. Additionally, the magnitude of the force after impact
with all three packaging surfaces decreased linearly (with R2 = 0.99, 0.97, 1), as shown
in Table 2 and Figure 12. This was due to the reason that the packaging surface bears
the weight of the grape cluster during the stop of the actuator, which caused the berries’
deflection from both the top and bottom sides of the cluster. It is easy to conclude that
the higher the hanging force of the grape cluster, the greater the deflection of the cluster
after striking the packaging surface, and more berry deflection occurs. There is a negative
correlation between hang force and force after the impact of the cluster with a goodness
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of fit of R2 = 0.95 at different speeds, as shown below in Figure 13. These results show
that the cluster with high mass showed a high magnitude of hang force, but it strikes the
packaging material with low deflection of the berries due to the compactness of the berries
in the cluster with high mass.

Table 2. Hang and impact force under different speed intensities.

Speed
(m/s)

Hang Force
(Sample 1)

(N)

Hang Force
(Sample 2)

(N)

Hang Force
(Sample 3)

(N)

Impact with
Corrugated Box

(N)

Impact with
Expandable Polystyrene

Box (N)

Impact with
Rigid Plastic Box

(N)

0.4 12.2 12.3 12.41 9.6 9.3 8.5
0.6 12.25 12.35 12.49 9.5 9.25 8.4
0.8 12.28 12.4 12.56 9.41 9.12 8.3
1.0 12.4 12.42 12.6 9.28 9.05 8.2
R2 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.97 1
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, our aim was to observe the effect of different speed and acceleration
excitations on the berry drop mechanism during the vertical transportation and placing of
grape clusters. Force sensor signals and high-speed photography images were used for the
verification of the deflection mechanism of the berries under different packaging materials.
The following conclusions were drawn from this study:

1. It is concluded that the accelerating phase of the actuator causes high vibrations of the
cluster during vertical transportation, and its magnitude increases with an increase in
speed, so the hanging force signals also increase. The results of the peak force signals
of the grape cluster during vertical transportation at different speeds (0.4, 1.0 m/s)
suggest that the optimum acceleration excitation is 10 m/s2, at which berry deflection
is observed to be at a minimum.

2. It is concluded that with an increase in speed and acceleration excitation, the magni-
tude of force signals after colliding decreases due to the excitations coming from the
packaging surface, which causes more berry deflection to occur.

3. It is concluded from the force sensor signals that rigid plastic boxes deflect the whole
cluster most compared to expandable polystyrene and corrugated fiberboard boxes.

4. The behavior of the upper and lower berries was observed from the high-speed
photography images during the placing of the whole cluster, and it is concluded that
the deflection of the upper berries is due to the excitations coming from bending of
the main rachis, and the deflection of lower berries is due to the torsional load on the
junction between the pedicel and the berry.

5. It is observed from the vibration signals that with the increment in the mass of the
cluster, the deflection of the berries decreases during placing.

Thus, research in this paper can act as a guide for the harvest and post-harvest robotic
handling of cluster fruits such as grapes, cherries, blueberries, and litchi. The proposed
study can be used to realize optimal control of the transportation and placing of the robot.
Overall, this study provides technical and theoretical support for the industrial needs
of low-loss robotic handling of different fresh-eating cluster fruits that are consumed
abundantly. In the future, dynamic impact or collision between grape cluster berries during
robotic post-harvest handling will be discussed.
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